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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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If You Were On a Financial Lifeboat, 
Hurtling Toward the Most Dangerous 
Investing Rapids in the World... Who 

Would You Want By Your Side In That 
Boat?

Choice #1: Someone who has ridden in a leisure 
boat before, but doesn’t have a clue how to 
maneuver through treacherous currents.

Choice #2: A WISE, level-headed guide who is
very familiar with these dangerous waters and

knows how to get out alive.

Dear Subscriber,

 
Phil Ash, Chairman, 
Investing Daily Wealth 
Society

So far, we’re not seeing a lot of solutions coming out of Washington, and many 
of our readers are looking to see what comes out of the next election cycle. 
Will we see strong leadership that will fix our economic problems and calm 
this volatile market? I know we all hope so!

We just lived through the WORST quarterly stock market since 2008 because 
of investors’ plummeting confidence in the political efforts to adequately 
address the monumental problems that face the global economy.

To say the market ended on a sour note in the third quarter is an 
understatement! Will it rally in the fourth quarter, as some predict it will? It’s 
anybody’s guess amidst so many enormous challenges facing the world 
economy.

Economic data in early July revealed the U.S. recovery was slowing. Then 
policymakers in Washington took us to the brink of disaster, by a near-miss 
default in early August. Next came the unexpected: the downgrade of the U.S. 
credit rating by Standard & Poor’s.

Faster Than a Speeding Bullet, Investors
Rushed Out of U.S. Stocks!

Frantically searching for any semblance of safety, investors fled to U.S. 
Treasuries, bolstering the Treasury debt to its best quarter since the first 
quarter of 2008. The Dow’s September decline marked its fifth straight month 
of losses… the longest since the six-month decline that ended February 2009.

In March of ’09, we did see the beginning of a two-year rally, so maybe there’s 
hope for a fourth-quarter rebound. What do you expect? Do you think the 
market will rebound this time?

Randy Frederick, director of trading and derivatives at Charles Schwab, thinks 
we’ll get out of our current slump in November and December:

“People are finding it increasingly difficult to be optimistic, but I’m hopeful that 
history will play itself out again. I don’t think we’re going to get out of this 
slump in October, but I see that in November and December.”

Some stock-market strategists are not optimistic about a rally after analyzing 
the relative performance of this third quarter’s individual market sectors.

A Wells Fargo Securities equity strategist, Gina Martin Adams, said some 
sectors, like utilities and consumer staples, “vastly outperformed the rest of 
the stock market.”

So for those investors buying any stocks at all, they’re being extremely 
cautious, as they should be. Many investors are turning their attention to 
corporate earnings.

But—and there is a but—until and if Washington takes some decisive action to 
drastically cut the budget, fix unemployment, solve the housing debacle and 
help ‘the people’ instead of Wall Street… nothing’s going to really improve.

And as it is now, no one is going to take the time to govern until January 2013
—AFTER the election.

Where is America’s Leader?
In a recent Wall Street Journal article, Peggy Noonan talked about a growing 
patriotism in our country: “It’s among all professions, classes and groups, from 
the boardroom to the Tea Party meeting to the pediatric ICU.”

The president and all the contenders don’t seem to understand the gravity of 
our situation, Ms. Noonan says. “If they did, they wouldn’t look so dementedly 
chipper. And they wouldn’t be talking about the narrative.”

The narrative, as she sees it, is the candidate’s story—or the story of the 
presidency. Everyone in politics is supposed to have one, as they’re really 
powerful because the voters believe them.

Have you read Ron Suskind’s book Confidence Men? In an interview with 
Obama, Mr. Suskind asked him why his team had difficulty creating a policy to 
deal with unemployment. Mr. Obama said it was due to circumstances and the 
complexity of the problem. Then he added, “We didn’t have a clean story that 
we wanted to tell against which we would measure various actions.” 
Elaborating, he explained that “what was required to save the economy might 
not always match up with what would make for a good story.”

To another question of “what is the particular requirement of the president that 
no one else can do,” Obama replied, “What the president can do, that nobody 
else can do, is tell a story to the American people” about where we are as a 
nation and should be.

So, as you can see, it’s not about getting anything done. It’s only about 
storytelling for the masses to create a false sense of security.

Investors can’t expect any help from Washington or Wall Street. Our leaders in 
Washington, Bernanke, Timmy Geithner and the European bankers are ALL 
out of tools to manufacture economic growth, apparently.

The result? Losses will likely get deeper and investor sentiment will plunge 
even further.

What should investors do? Where should we turn?

At Investing Daily, we’re not waiting around for a government lifeboat. We’ve 
built our own and invite you to come aboard.

We DO have a successful track record at Investing Daily and have led 
thousands of individual investors, like you, to safety. And we’re here for 
the long haul… to guide you through this financial storm, right alongside 
us.

The Benefits of Wealth Society Membership
As a Wealth Society member, you get every single Investing Daily publication 
and any new one that we add. In fact, we’ve just added a 12th service in late 
September, Australian Edge, written by David Dittman and Roger Conrad.

Because of its abundant natural resources and enviable geography, Australia 
is the front-line exporter to all the new Pacific Rim economies. These hungry, 
growing countries must buy what the Aussies have in abundance.

Australian Edge explores every aspect of the country. We think it is one of 
investors’ last frontiers of untapped wealth! David and Roger bring you 80+ 
top-notch Australian companies, with super-high yields and rising dividends.

There’s no recession Down Under, so Australian equities are cash-rich and 
well managed. These companies are leaders in energy, mining, finance, 
telecom, pharmaceuticals, biotech and consumer sectors.

And just this April, we added Jim Fink’s Options for Income. Due to 
overwhelming demand, we had to cap the number of subscribers. Now you 
can’t even buy it if you want to. But it’s free with your Wealth Society 
membership.

And we’ve already begun the background research for our next product to 
launch in February 2012. We never stop searching for new investment 
opportunities for our Wealth Society members.

As a Wealth Society member, you’ll gain access to an amazing collection of 
top-notch investment analysts who cover all aspects of the stock, bond, 
international and ETF marketplaces.

It’s like your own advisory roundtable at your disposal where you get expert 
advice on growth, energy, utility, income, options, emerging markets, ETFs, 
Canadian income stocks, Australian high-yielders, portfolio hedges, Master 
Limited Partnerships and short-term trading... all in one place... just for our 
Wealth Society members.

Our investment analysts are committed to guide you confidently toward 
wealth protection and growth, during good times as well as bad.

Take a look at the chart below, which highlights everything we’ve included in 
your Wealth Society membership...

Your Annual Benefits Add Up to a Whopping 
$6,922 in Services—But You Get a Full 57% 

Discount!
SERVICES ANNUAL 

VALUE
YOUR COST

Personal Finance $89 FREE
Utility Forecaster $127 FREE
The Energy Strategist $497 FREE
Canadian Edge $497 FREE
Australian Edge $695 FREE
MLP Profits $497 FREE
Global Investment Strategist $695 FREE
Options for Income $995 FREE
Cocktail Stocks $60 FREE
Global ETF Profits $99 FREE
Big Yield Hunting $60 FREE
Benjamin Shepherd's Wall Street $79 FREE
Small Business and Personal Tax Strategies $149 FREE
All special investment reports $396 FREE
Quarterly conference calls with our senior 
advisors

$792 FREE

5-star meal with Elliott or Roger in city of your 
choice

$400 FREE

VIP Wealth Summit pass $795 FREE
Free copies of every book we release Unknown FREE
All future product launches Unknown FREE
Unique Wealth Society Portfolio, Alerts and 
Updates

Exclusive FREE

Private Wealth Society Website and Library Exclusive FREE
Privileged access by phone and email to our 
advisors

Exclusive FREE

Concierge Service at members’ disposal Exclusive FREE
Autographed hard copy of The Rise of the State Our gift to you FREE

Total Yearly Value & Cost: $6,922 $2,995

You Save 57%!
Take a Closer Look Into Your 
Wealth Society Membership

 The World’s Leading Income Investing Authority
I’m sure you’re familiar with Roger Conrad’s “voice of reason” as the 
long-time editor of Utility Forecaster, Canadian Edge, MLP Profits, Big 
Yield Hunting and now Australian Edge. Roger’s level-headed approach 
has won him accolades from subscribers and from many others in the 
investing world. He is also a contributing editor to Personal Finance and 
the hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist.

 Named “the World’s Leading Energy Strategist” By the G8 Summit
Elliott Gue is the editor of The Energy Strategist, Personal Finance, 
MLP Profits and Cocktail Stocks. And now he’s contributing editor to the 
hard assets advice in Global Investment Strategist. Elliott consistently 
and methodically analyzes every aspect of his specialties and offers 
market-beating advice for his loyal readers.

 On-the-Ground Insight to Global and Natural Resource Stocks
And maybe you’re a subscriber to Yiannis Mostrous’ Global Investment 
Strategist. If so, you know that his Asian portfolios saw a 63% gain in 
2010. And with the developing economies being the strongest right now, 
this may be a great way to see some appreciable gains of your own this 
year. Mr. Mostrous is also co-editor of Global ETF Profits.

 ETF and Mutual Fund Expert
Perhaps you’re familiar with Benjamin Shepherd, disciple of Louis 
Rukeyser and editor of Global ETF Profits and Benjamin Shepherd’s 
Wall Street. If you’re a subscriber of Ben’s, you no doubt appreciate the 
diversification of ETFs and Ben’s in-depth analyses he shares with you. 
Of course, as a member of our Wealth Society, you will also receive 
everything Ben writes to his subscribers.

 Canadian and Australian Economic and Investing Expert
Adding to our roster of top-notch analysts, you’ll also have everything 
written by David Dittman, including Big Yield Hunting, Canadian Edge 
and Australian Edge. Mr. Dittman is also co-author of The Rise of the 
State, with Yiannis Mostrous and Elliott Gue. And David will be your 
point of contact as your Wealth Society Concierge!

 Conservative Options Advisor and Self-Made Value Investor
Jim Fink’s Options for Income teaches readers the path to financial 
empowerment—how to collect “cash on demand” 100% tax-free. You 
will definitely want to listen to Jim’s instructional methods so you can 
use his winning strategies to pocket ALL of your investment profits 
instead of sharing them with Uncle Sam.

Let’s Take a Closer Look Into All Twelve 
Services You’ll Get In Your Membership

Introductory Services:
Big Yield Hunting — For trophy-sized yields every month!
If you’re stalking double-digit yields, there are no finer guides than Roger 
Conrad and David Dittman, two of America’s top independent investment 
analysts. Each month, they’ll help you bag a trophy-sized yield from a strong, 
secure company, and at a bargain price! These “yieldabeasts” must sport 
stable cash flow with steady dividends, or David and Roger move on to bigger 
prey. Join them as they go Big Yield Hunting.

Cocktail Stocks—Helping you pay for the party of life!
Looking for some extra cash to enjoy a few luxuries? Join the profit party of 
the decade. Cocktail Stocks gives you fast-profit picks for cash you can use 
right away—for that dream vacation, a sailing sabbatical or a weekend at a 
cozy country inn. Whether you’re a new or seasoned investor, you can savor 
some quick cash right now with no risk to your nest egg. With Cocktail Stocks, 
living the good life starts right now.

Advanced Services:
Utility Forecaster—Your guide to safe, stable high-income and growth 
stocks
For more than twenty years, Roger Conrad’s Utility Forecaster has delivered 
13%-plus annual gains like clockwork from the world’s best high-income and 
growth stocks on the planet. He helps you create an endless stream of safe, 
steady income for life. Roger, one of the nation’s foremost utility experts, 
brings you in-depth coverage and expert analysis of investment opportunities 
in electric, water, natural gas and telecommunication utilities, week in and 
week out.

Personal Finance—A one-stop, proven investment source
Your one-stop source for market-beating investing advice. Elliott Gue scours 
the world for the best investments—whether a stock, bond, MLP or commodity
—to build and protect your wealth no matter what the market does.

Personal Finance gives you in-depth insight and analysis that cuts through the 
noise and hype to reveal the truth about the economy, the market and your 
investments. In today’s volatile market, our 37 years of proven, battle-tested 
experience will show you the smartest path to profits.

Global ETF Profits—Authoritative guidance from the ETF pros
The majority of traditional mutual funds are open-ended, actively managed 
and run by self-appointed “expert” stock-pickers. In contrast, most exchange-
traded funds are baskets of stocks, usually reflecting market indexes like the 
S&P 500. Studies show that a passive, market-index investing style—the kind 
most ETFs offer—beats about 70% of all investors over time. Editor Ben 
Shepherd and the pros at Global ETF Profits will help you balance your 
portfolio with steady, growth-primed income and the safety of diversification.

Benjamin Shepherd’s Wall Street—Following Louis Rukeyser’s 
footsteps, with expert stock guidance for independent investors
It can be difficult to watch your net worth bounce up and down like a yo-yo. 
What’s key to remember is why we own stocks in the first place: because over 
every long-term period, stocks have paid off better than any other investment. 
Following in Mr. Rukeyser’s footsteps, editor Benjamin Shepherd and his team 
introduce you to the experts and insights that will deliver the best stock market 
guidance available anywhere.

Professional Services:
Australian Edge—The “land Down Under” is one of the last frontiers for 
investors
Profit from the Australian treasure chest of natural resources and enviable 
geography. Australia is the front-line exporter to all the new, dynamic Pacific 
Rim economies that must have what Australia provides in abundance. Since 
Australia never experienced the recent “great recession,” Australian equities 
are cash-rich, well-managed leaders in energy, mining, finance, telecom, 
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and consumer sectors. Australian Edge gives 
you 80+ top-notch Australian companies with super-high yields and rising 
dividends. With Australian Edge, you access Australia’s millionaire-making 
miracle... the investor’s last frontier of untapped wealth.

Canadian Edge—The best wealth-builder on the planet, with mile-high 
yields
Sky-high, long-running yields with low risk and dividends that have never 
been cut. Canadian Edge gives you the best-managed, cash-pumping 
companies in the world’s strongest economy (and currency). These 
companies reward you month after month, with the highest real yields on the 
planet. Many of Roger Conrad’s Canadian Edge readers became millionaires 
in seven years or less. Why not you?

The Energy Strategist—Minting the next round of energy millionaires
Going... going... almost gone! The race is on for the world’s dwindling energy 
resources. With The Energy Strategist, you can pocket huge profits from oil 
and gas, as well as leading-edge technologies like LNG, CNG, natural gas 
liquids and advanced materials. From transportation fuels to petrochemicals to 
powering homes, businesses and industry, the scramble for energy is already 
minting the newest millionaires of the 21st century. Join them now.

Global Investment Strategist—Delivers profits in high-growth and hard-
assets markets
Did you miss the first Coca-Cola? The first McDonald’s? Or Apple’s IPO? 
Here’s your second chance. From Eastern Europe to the Pacific Rim to South 
America, new markets are buoying investor profits. These are multiple market 
opportunities—new industrial giants, pharmaceuticals and high-tech. Plus 
moneyed new consumers with an eye to buy every gadget—from phones to 
refrigerators—that has long been a staple in our own society. For investors, it’s 
a once-in-a-lifetime ground-floor opportunity to profit from the birth of new 
economies.

MLP Profits—Market-beating yields and nearly tax-free gains from 
Master Limited Partnerships
For more than two decades, Roger Conrad has scoured the earth to help his 
followers make millions from the best income investments available. Today, 
Roger insists no income investor should overlook Master Limited Partnerships 
because yields are high and capital gains are soaring—some more than 
400%. These investments are tax-deferred, potentially forever, meaning MLP 
investors can keep 100% of their gains in their own account... not in 
Treasury’s. Join us and enjoy some of the highest income and capital gains 
you’ll ever see.

Options for Income—Boost your portfolio with conservative options for 
aggressive income
Get the options trading service designed to add significant instant cash 
rewards to your portfolio, generate substantial capital gains and lower the risk 
of every investment you make in the future. You will receive 3–5 trading 
recommendations every month, whenever master trader Jim Fink identifies a 
high-probability play where the odds heavily favor your success. The 
members-only website includes educational videos and articles, performance 
tracking and everything you need to become a successful options trader, even 
if you’re a novice.

And There’s Much More In Your 
Wealth Society Membership

• ALL the investment advice and recommendations from the Investing 
Daily Research Center—for 57% OFF the cost of just our publications alone.

• Direct and unrestricted access to ALL our analysts, via a special 
phone number and email. You will have this unprecedented access to our 
expert advisors, which we can only provide to our Wealth Society members 
from now on, due to time constraints. Our analysts will strive to respond to you 
within two business days.

• Your own personal “Concierge” in David Dittman. David will personally 
receive your emails and phone messages to ensure your questions are 
answered by the analyst you request... and do so with haste. In a word, he’ll 
be at your disposal.

• Your private website, with our Master Library housing every article, 
book, video, online seminar, email alert and special report that we publish. 
You’ll also receive a first-run copy of every book Investing Daily releases.

• Free VIP pass to our annual Wealth Summit, which will be held next 
year at the Four Seasons Resort, Palm Beach, FL, on May 4–5, 2012. Past 
events have been held at luxury hotels in Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and 
San Diego.

• Online streaming video access to past and future Wealth Summits. If 
you’re unable to make it in person, no worries. Just login to the members-only 
Wealth Society site to watch all sessions at your leisure. The exclusive 
insights and advice from the April 2011 Las Vegas Summit are waiting for you 
now. ($495 value)

• Quarterly conference calls with our senior advisors to further provide 
you more personal interaction. The audio recordings of these calls will be 
available on your Wealth Society site, in case you miss the live event. (Attend 
all, if you choose.)

• Annual dinner with your favorite analyst at a 5-star restaurant. You 
can choose one analyst dinner in a city near you during your annual 
membership. All food and beverages are included in your membership.

Tentative Schedule for Dinner Opportunities:

November 15th—All analysts at La Bergerie, Alexandria, VA

November 17th—Roger Conrad in Long Island, NY

December 14th—Elliott in London

January 2012—Elliott in Tuscon, AZ

February 2012—Roger, Elliott and Ben Shepherd in Orlando

March 2012—All analysts in Washington, D.C.

April 2012—Roger and Elliott in Atlanta

May 2012—All analysts in Palm Beach, FL (Wealth Summit)

May 2012—Roger, Elliott and Jim Fink in Las Vegas

August 2012—Roger and Elliott in San Francisco

September 2012—Roger in Toronto and Vancouver

October 2012—Roger and Elliott in Chicago

Other location suggestions are welcome. Upon joining you will be 

notified of specific details for securing your place at the table with 

your favorite analyst!

Year In and Year Out, Our Portfolios Are
Top Performers In Every Category

• Utility Forecaster—an average of 11.9% per year for over 19 years.

• The Energy Strategist—an average of 15.1% every year since it started 
in 2005.

• Global Investment Strategist—an average of 19.6% every year since 
inception in 2006.

• Personal Finance—average annual returns of 7.3% since 1999. Not 
bad, considering the S&P lost an average of 1% during the same time period.

• Canadian Edge—an average of 12.7% per year since 2003.

• MLP Profits—started in May 2009 and delivered 38% returns last year.
This is the kind of wealth-building you can count on as a Wealth Society 
member... year in and year out.

You Get ALL This for a Tiny Fraction of the 
Value!

For just $2,995 per year, the first 100 people to order will have unrestricted 
access to all our analysts by phone and email—and everything we publish for 
as long as we publish it. (Plus all the other things I wrote about above.)

You don’t even have to pay the entire fee up front. Pay in quarterly 
installments of only $795, if you prefer. It’s your choice.

But wait... it gets even better! You’re already a valued subscriber to one or 
more newsletters, right? But you will NOT be keeping your individual 
subscriptions any longer because you’ll be getting everything we publish on 
your Wealth Society website.

So we will credit ANY amount you have paid in advance on any subscription 
(for unused portions). For example, if you have two years left on a $300-per-
year service, we will deduct $600 and charge $2,395, once you’re accepted 
into the Wealth Society.

The last time we accepted new Wealth Society members, we credited each 
one an average of $617 upon joining!

In the end, you may end up paying practically nothing for getting SO 
much value!

With our 100% money-back guarantee, you have nothing to lose! During the 
first 90 days, if you decide the Wealth Society isn’t what you expected, just 
write, call or send an email. No questions asked. We’ll promptly refund your 
full $2,995 (or whatever portion of the total you’ve paid).

After the 90 days, you’re still not at risk. If you’re not thrilled with your 
membership, you will get a prorated refund at any time and for any reason 
whatsoever.

I’m convinced you’ll find tremendous value in your Wealth Society 
membership. Most of our members have been with us for three or more 
years!

In times like these, it’s good to know there’s a place to turn for sound advice. 
And that is our promise to you... to give you the best researched 
recommendations, so you can make informed decisions.

One of our Wealth Society 
members wrote...

“As always, I am reminded of how 
valuable the Wealth Society 
membership is to my investing 
decisions. I use the Wealth 
Society website every day we 
have access, and I depend on 
your editors to identify worthwhile, 
solid investments... when to get in 
and, even more importantly, when 
to get out. Roger, Elliot and 
Yiannis are our guides to the 
equity and bond markets. And 
now Ben provides up-to-date 
insight into mutual funds....” 
—Charlie and Luanne Shiverick

I also want you to have a free, autographed copy of The Rise of the State, the 
newest book by Yiannis Mostrous, Elliott Gue and David Dittman. It’s yours 
with my compliments.

One of our members wrote that he found this book to be such an “eye-opener” 
that he was passing it to his great-nephew for his birthday reading 
assignment. “A wonderful piece of assembled knowledge and facts,” he said.

When you stop and think about it, there’s really no good reason to say “no” to 
my offer, is there?

You’re already paying for at least one newsletter, so it just makes good 
business sense to simply allow us to apply a credit for your existing 
subscriptions... and get everything we publish all in ONE place!

Then you can take a full three months to decide if you like getting every 
single piece of information that every single one of our top-notch analysts 
writes on every type of investment available... to be your guiding light through 
these challenging investing times.

Doesn’t that sound like a good deal? It did to our current Wealth Society 
members, too, especially because they enjoyed an average return of 32.2% 
on ALL 23 of our model portfolios in 2010.

To be clear, I’m not talking about single picks, but for entire portfolios. Pretty 
impressive, wouldn’t you say?

That’s 17% higher returns than the S&P! How does that measure up to 
your total gains last year?

Now, to be perfectly above board, we may not fare quite as well when all the 
numbers come in for 2011. But we’re on track to continue our decades-long 
history of handily beating the major market indices.

Now, you CAN count on the best returns possible, using the most solid, smart 
strategies you’ll find anywhere... and by people you’ve come to trust year after 
year.

As you know, our recommendations are designed to protect our subscribers’ 
hard-earned capital. Our analysts watch their picks like a hawk—and alert 
their subscribers immediately when it’s time to buy or sell.

We take our commitment to you, our subscribers, very seriously. And it shows 
in gains.

Let’s Look at a Few of Our Portfolios’ 
Returns from 2010...

63% from Global Investment Strategist—a portfolio of mostly 
Asian stocks.

37.6% from our Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs).

40.7% from our ‘Proven Reserves’ conservative energy portfolio.

39.4% from our Canadian Income Trusts and corporations.

17.7% from our conservative ‘Power’ portfolio of utility stocks.

When you become a Wealth Society member, your total savings is a 
surprising $18,905 over 5 years, by paying a much smaller amount for ALL of 
our esteemed advisories, instead of subscribing to them individually.

In Conclusion
As the chairman of our Wealth Society, I feel a special pride in what we offer 
our community of members. And on behalf of all our members and analysts, I 
would like to offer you this rare opportunity to join our exclusive group!

We all look forward to meeting you personally at the next Wealth Summit, 
which will be held at the Four Seasons resort in Palm Beach, FL, in May 2012.

And we’ll have many other opportunities to meet you at an annual dinner with 
your favorite analyst, on quarterly conference calls and much more.

If you have any question whatsoever, just call our customer service team at 
800-832-2330. A friendly, helpful staff member will answer any question you 
have.

I honestly don’t know of a better group of fellow investors you could associate 
with than our Wealth Society members. They, like our analysts, are standing 
by to welcome you to our elite group of serious-minded, self-directed 
investors.

With 92% of Our Members Renewing Every 
Year... We Must Be Doing Something Right

Together, we expect to succeed for our subscribers. We are passionate about 
what we do, and we do it very well. Where else can you find entire portfolios 
that average 32.2% returns ... even in a pretty challenging year?

Continuing throughout the next decade, we’ll likely see some historical 
challenges. And we’ll be in the trenches, keeping you informed like never 
before. We’re in it for the long haul, and we do NOT intend to let you down.

We continue to aspire to even better returns for our subscribers year 
after year.

For our Wealth Society members, we simply give you much, much more of 
what you’re already profiting from—and a LOT of special attention! We hope 
you’ll join us and profit even more in the future.

Two Ways to Join
ONLINE: Just click here and complete the simple order form. It will calculate 
all your discounts and provide you a net balance.

CALL US: Give us a call, if you prefer, and speak with one of our customer 
service representatives. Call 800-832-2330.

Whichever way you order, I urge you to take advantage of this small window 
of open enrollment between October 25th–November 10th, 2011. And cash in 
on a full 57% discount by acting today.

That’s a whopping $6,922 in services at less than half price... and we’ll be 
adding more and more value all the time. We added two new services in 2011 
alone, and we’re already working on an exciting new one for February 2012. 
(More on that one later on.)

Yours in profitable investing,

 

Phillip A. Ash
Chairman, Investing Daily Wealth Society

P.S. If you are among the first 100 people who take me up on my offer to join 
us, we pledge to make your membership in our Wealth Society the BEST 
experience you’ll ever have in a professional investment club or organization.

You will surely appreciate the exclusivity of our Wealth Society, while meeting 
other well-heeled investors like yourself. My analysts and I also look forward 
to meeting you and getting to know you personally as we profit together during 
the difficult times ahead.

Nothing could be easier. Order online or just pick up the phone, call 
800-832-2330 and one of our friendly customer service representatives will be 
delighted to help you.

We’re here to serve, and it shows.

You’re receiving this email at carolynpermentier@gmail.com because you 
subscribe to Wealth Society wait list. Never miss an email. To ensure 
delivery directly to your inbox, please add postoffice@kci-com.com to your 
address book today.

As a valued subscriber, you will occasionally receive special offers we 
believe to be related to your interests and needs. If you do not wish to 
receive future offers via email, please click here.

Please do not reply to this message. To contact us, please use our contact 
form here.

Copyright 2011 Investing Daily. All rights reserved.
Investing Daily, a division of Capitol Information Group, Inc.
7600A Leesburg Pike, Suite 300
Falls Church, VA 22043
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